
IgniteTech’s Verdiem lets IT departments remotely wake computers so 
your teams can deploy necessary security updates. Verdiem also helps 
optimize power management across the enterprise — so your organiza-
tion can stay on top of security and reduce energy use, saving time 
and money.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Verdiem’s EvokeIT allows IT professionals to easily and reliably wake endpoint 
devices and perform software distribution and patch management tasks remote-
ly from a central control center. By using Verdiem, you can wake endpoint 
devices and deploy software, update drivers and maintain user systems with 
greater efficiency, resulting in minimal operational downtime.

Verdiem enterprise wake capabilities ensure that your device fleet is always 
ready when you need to push patches, apply updates or perform other mainte-
nance activities. With Verdiem, you’re able to keep endpoint devices up-to-date 
from both a software and driver perspective, improving efficiency, security 
and compliance.

Remote Wake & Power Management

REMOTELY WAKE COMPUTERS AND OPTIMIZE
POWER MANAGEMENT

KEY BENEFITS

Verdiem provides:

•   Enterprise PC Wake — Reliably wake the computer fleet for security updates and patch management.
•   Centralized Administration — Centrally control a network of computers and tablets without worrying about 

external factors.
•   Analytics Reporting — Reporting dashboard provides actionable information on asset inventory as well as wake-

related reports.
•   Plugins to Desktop Management Systems — Plugins to common systems management products like System

Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) make administration of Verdiem seamless.

Improve security and compli-
ance by achieving 95%+ wake 
success for patching

Increase energy savings by an 
additional 30 - 60%

Reduce IT labor and costs

Streamline the administration 
of endpoint devices

Enhance analytics capabilities 
with exhaustive reports that 
use the very detailed data 
collected on energy usage, 
savings opportunities and 
underutilized devices
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As a power management solution for PCs, Macs, and Windows tablets, Verdiem’s Surveyor provides a unified 
approach for IT device data collection, policy management, administration and analytics. Verdiem offers the most 
accurate approach to energy management and measurement and can reduce your IT energy costs up to 60%.

Verdiem helps accurately measure computer and tablet energy consumption, allowing you to enforce policies for 
greater energy efficiency and optimize savings. 

Verdiem delivers three IT efficiency solutions in a single integrated product:

•   PC Power Management — Reducing PC energy usage starts with establishing a baseline of current energy 
usage data. Verdiem automatically detects and groups devices to capture accurate energy usage data and  
leverages the data to reduce power consumption.

•   Enterprise PC Wake — Verdiem reliably wakes the PC fleet for security updates and patch management.
•   End User Print Analytics — Uniquely monitor end user print activity and compile actionable data for devices

and the people who use them.

VERDIEM COPILOT
Verdiem CoPilot, powered by GenAI, offers a robust solution for automated reporting on computer fleet activity. 
Business stakeholders can click on "Generate Insights" to get concise, user-friendly summaries of CPU and display 
usage. By pinpointing opportunities for reducing power consumption in inactive modes, Verdiem CoPilot simplifies 
data analysis and facilitates more efficient energy use, leading to both time and cost savings.

OPTIMIZE SAVINGS AND IMPROVE ENERGY 
BENEFITS EFFICIENCY

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact: success@ignitetech.com
Visit: ignitetech.com/verdiem
Follow: linkedin.com/company/ignite-tech


